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It is shown that every connected vertex-symmetric graph of order 4p (p a prime) has a 
Hamiltonian path. 
1. Il#aoductjon 
L. Lovasz has conjectured that every connected vertex-symmetric graph (cvsg) 
has a Hamiltonian path. This conjecture has been verified for graphs of order p, 
2p, 3p, p2, and p3 (in which case the graph has a Hamiltonian cycle, unless it is the 
Petersen graph), and Sp-where we always let p denote a prime. (See [3, p. 249, 
problem 201, and [ 1, 5, 61.) Using the method of [6], and some group theoretic 
results of [S], we shall prove that every cvsg of order 4p has a Hamiltonian path. 
For the sake of brevity, we shall refer to the notations, lemmas, and p:opositions 
of our earlier paper [6], without restating them here. 
2. Main result 
Theorem 1. Every cvsg of order 4p has a Hamiltonian path. 
Proof. Let G be a cvsg of order 4p. Then G is regular of Some degree do 2 2. If 
do = 2, then G is a cycle. We may therefore assume that 
(1; G is regular of degree do 2 3. 
Clearly, G is 2-connected. 
First, suppose that p ~3. It has been proved by Bill Jackson [4] that every 
2-connected regular graph of order n and degree at least $I is Hamiltonian. From 
this it follows that G is Hamiltonian unless G is of order 12 and p = d, = 3. In this 
case, there exists an automorphism y of G which is of order 3. The number of 
fixed points uf y is a multiple of 3, and the connectedness of G implies that this 
number is either 3 or 0. Suppose that y has 3 fixed points u, v, w and 3 orbits 
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X=(x,, x2, x3), Y=(y,, y,, yj), and Z={zl, z2, z3}. If two of these fixed points, 
say u and v, were adjacent to the vertices of some length 3 orbit of y, say to X, 
then u would lie on three 4-cycles of G but xl would lie on just two 4-cycles- 
contradicting the vertex-symmetry of G. !Since G is connected, not all of u, v, w 
can be adjacent to the points of a single orbit of y of size 3. Thus we may assume 
that u, v, w are adjacent o the vertices in .X, Y, 2 respectively. NOW the subgraph 
(XU Y U 2) is 2-regular and (3,3)-galactic, by the restriction of y to it. By the 
verter.-symmetry and the connectedness of G, it now easily follows that (X U Y U 
2) is a 9-cycle, and with no loss of generality we let x 1112223331 y t x y z x y z x be a 
%cyck of G. Then xlUX2y2vylflWt2x3y3Z3xl is a Hamiltonian cycle of G. we are 
left with the case in which G has order 12 and y has no fixed points, so that G is 
(4,3)-galactic. This case will be covered in the subsequent part of the proof. 
By the foregoing arguments and by Proposition 1 of [6], we may assume that G 
is (4, p)-galactic, and p a 3. Let y be some (fixed) (4, p).-homogeneous au- 
tomorphism of G. The factor graph G/p is then some connected graph on four 
vertices; we shall successively discuss the cases where the longest cycle in G/p is 
of length 4 or 3, and the case where G/p is a tree. As in [6], we shall use the 
phrase ‘by regularity’ to justify claims whk:h are easily deducible from (1) and the 
facts that, for any two orbits A, B of y, the graph (A) is regular of even degree 
d(A), and the bipartite graph [A, B] is regular of some degree cf[A, B]. Since we 
shall often refer to results from [63, it will be convenient o adopt the convention 
that a reference preceded by an asterisk is a reference to the appropriate 
statement of [6]; for example, *‘*Lemma 4”’ means “Lemma 4 of [63”, and “*( 1)” 
means ’ ~q;‘: tion (1) of [63”. 
Case 1. The factor graph G/p has a &cycle A1A2A3A4A1. Suppose that G 
does not contain a Hamiltonian cycle. Then by *L~nama 5, d[A4, A,] = 1 and 
d[Ai, Ai+,]= 1 for i = 1,2,3; and the sub;yaph of G spanned by all the edges of 
the graphs [Ai, Ai+ J (i = 1,2,3) and [A,, A,] is a disjoint union of p cycles of 
length 4. 
If G/p is a 4-cycle, then by regularity d(Ai)a 2 for i = 1,2,3,4 and SO 
Al - AZ - A3 -. A4 is a good orbit-path, and G has a Hamiltonian path by 
“Lemma 2. 
If G/p is neither a 4-cycle nor a comqplets graph, then we may assume that 
d[A I, pL3]> 0 and d[A*, A,] = 0. Therefore the degree of the vertices in A2 U A4 
is even, so that d, is even and d,*4. Then d(A2) = d(A,) > 2, and d[A,, A31 is 
even and a2, so that A2 -Al *AS- Aj :is a good orbit-path and thus G has a 
Hamiltonian path. 
Let G/p be a complete graph. Since ‘(by hypothesis) G is not Hamiltonian, 
*Lemma 5 implies that d[Ai, A,] = 1 for 1 s i <j s 4. Then by regularity, d(Ai) = 
d(AJ for 1~i~r. If d(A+2, then PL,- Aa- A3 -A4 is a good rrbit-path. 
Therefore, by *(l). we may assume that d(Ai) =0 for i = 1,2,3,4. Further, we 
may assume by *Lemma 5 that 
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(2) For every 4-cycle X,X,X,X,X, of G/p, the subgraph of G spanned by the 
edges of [X, XJ (1 e i s 3) and [X,, X1] is a union of p disjoint 4-cycles. 
Now there are vertices a E Al, b E AZ, c E As, d E A4 such that abcda is a 4-cycle 
of G, and there exists P E (0, 1, . . . , p - 1) such that 
(3) a is adjacent to y’(c). 
Since AlA3A4A2A1 and A1A3A2A4Al are 4-cycles of G/p and y taut@), it 
follows from (2) and (3) that a y’(c) f(d) b a and a y’(c) y’(b) da are 4-cycles of 
G. In particular, 
(4) y”(b) is adjacent to d, and r’(d) is adjacent to b. 
Now y E Aut(Gb and (4) imply that both d and r*‘(d) are adjacent to y’(b); since 
d[A2, A&= 1, we must have r2’(d) = d, so that 2r ~0 (mod p). Since p is odd, 
this give;; r L= 0. Then ((a, b, c, d}) is a complete graph on four vertices, and G is a 
disjoint union of p copies of 
G has a Hamiltonian path. 
Case 2. G/P is the graph 
A2 
such complete graphs. This contradiction shows that 
By regularity, d(A,)a 2 and so (AJ has a Hamiltonian cycle C1 by “(1). If 
(AIA2A3) has a Hamiltonian cycle C2, then since C1 and C2 are disjoint and 
joined by an edge of [A,, A4], G will have a Hamiltonian path. We may therefore 
assume that (A1A2A3) has no Hamiltonian cycle, and by *Lemma 5, d[Ai, Aj] = 1 
(1 s i Ci 6 3). Then by regularity, G/p has the form 
and so A2 - A3 - A1 * A4 is a good orbit-path. 
Case 3. G/p is a tree. 
Subcase 3a. If G/p is the 3-path 
then by regularity &(A*) and d(A,) s 2, and d[Az, A& 2. Then 
A1 -A** AS- A4 is a good orbit-path. 
Subcase 3b. Suppose that G/p is the star 
By regularity, d(Ai)a 2 for i = 1,2,3. 
Suppose first that d,, --- a 4. If one of d[Ai, A.,] (1 s i s 3) is ~2, say d[Ai, A4Ja 2, 
then by *Lemma 4, (A ,A4) has a Hamiltonian path PI whose initial point x and 
terminal point y belong to A,. Let z E A:! and w E A3 be adjacent to x and to y, 
respectively. Since (AZ) and (A,) each contain a Hamiltonian cycle by “(I), there 
are Hamiltonian paths P2 of (AZ) with th.e terminal point z and P? of (A3) with 
the initial point w. Then P&P3 is a HaImiltonialI1 path of G. Suppose now that 
tI[A,. A,] = 1 for i == l-2.3 (and still assume that &a 4). Then by regularity, G/p 
has the form 
Since in this case (A4) has a Hamiltonk~n cyck, there are distinct vertices 
X. y, z E Aj such that there exists a path PI of (A,) Edith initial point X, terminal 
point y, and having the vertex-set A,\(z),. Let w. u, U, t be the neighbors of z, z, 
x, y in A,. A?, AZ, A3 respectively. There is a Hamiltonian path P2 in (A*) having 
initial point w and terminal point u, by “Proposition 3 (a result of Alspach [ln. 
Further, there are Hamiltonian paths P3, P’:, of (A,), (AJ with terminal point w 
and initial point t, respectively, by *( 1). Then P3 z P2 P, PA is a Hamiltonian path 
of G. 
Suppose now that d, = 3. Then G/p has the fi,rrn 
21 *3 
1 B 2 J-3 2 0 *4 1 1 *1 A2 
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First note that we cannot have p = 3, because in this case (A,) would be a triangle, 
but no vertex of the independent set A4 would be on a triangle of G- 
contradicting the vertex-symmetry. Therefore p a 5. We can label the vertices of 
G in such a way that 
y has the cycle decomposition 
(&JXl ’ l l q-INYOY 1 l l ’ Yp-&ozt ’ l l zp-l)(WOW, ’ l ’ wp-I), 
and for each i, (I&, yi, Zi, Wi}) is a star of order 4. It can be seen that the 
permUtatiOn T given by ~(4) f= Xp-i, T(yi) = yp-i, T(Zi) = Zp-i, T(Wi) = Wp_i 
(i=Q,l,..., p - 1) is an automorphism of G. 
Suppose first that Aut(G) is imprimitive, and let 9 be a complete block system 
of Aut(G). Then 
(5) Any two blocks B, B’E 98 induce isomorphic vertex-symmetric subgraphs of 
G. 
Further, if S E (A,. A2, A3, A4) and B E 3 have non-empty intersection, then 
(6) IsnB)=i or ScB. 
Four different possibilities can occur. In case (i), 48 contains 2 blocks of cardinal- 
ity 2p, and by (6), since p > 4, each of these blocks is a union of two orbits of y ; 
but then (5) cannot be satisfied, because (AJ is an independent set while (A,), 
(AZ), RX! (A3) are disjoint cycles. In case (ii), 5lI contains 4 blocks of cardinality p, 
and since p H, by (6) they must be the orbits of y; again, (5) is not satisfied. In 
case (iii), !3 contains p blocks Bi (i = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1 j of cardinality 4, and by (6) 
we may assume that Bi = (4, yi +r, Zi+t, Wi+,} for some r, t, s (where the subscripts 
are reduced ~loddo p). Since %-i E T(Bi) fl rp-2i(Bi), we conclude that T(Bi) = 
yp-” (I?; ). This I r.ylies that r = s = t = 0. Thus {Bi ) is a star of order 4, and is not 
vertex-symmetric-contradicting (5). In case (iv), 3 has 2p blocks of cardinality 
2, Bt (6: % ear? Mock must intersect each orbit of y in at most one point (since 
p > 21.. 2nd ,a’ lncst p of the blocks can intersect Ad, so that some block must 
intersect tvn ri: & A2, A,; without loss of generality, we can assume that there 
is a bjo& Gy’i =:q, Yi+r) which contains a point from Al and a point from A2. 
Applying %: automorphism y, we get that .[xi, yi+,} are blocks for j = 
O,l,...,D-1 (where the subscripts are reduced modulo p). Applying the au- 
tomorphism 7, we conclude that r = 0. By (6), each of the remaining p blocks must 
intersect A3 and Aq. Applying y and T to such a block {Zi, Wi+s), we see that 
9 = ((Xi, vi), {zi, Wi ): i = 0, 1, . . . , p - I)--which contradicts (5). 
These contradictions show that Aut(G) cannot be imprimitive. Let 2, be any 
vertex of G, and N(u) the set of neighbors of t) !n G. Since Aut(G) is primitive, 
and IN(v)\ = d, = 3, it follows by [7, Proposition 8.61 that N(v) is an orbit of the 
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stabilizer (Aut(G)),. W.J. Wong [S, Theorem p. 242) has classified all primitive 
permutation groups with a stabilizer having an orbit if cardinality 3. It fohows 
from his result that the only such group o,f degree 4p is a primitive representation 
of degree 28 of the group PGL(2,7) of order 336. It is then easy to see that G is 
the Coxeter graph, whi& is known to have a Hamiltonian path. In fact, there are 
two disjoint cycles of length 14 in the Ccxetcr graph, and these cycles are joined 
by a matching in that graph (see [2& which gives a Hamiltonian path. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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